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September was a rather average month for observing, although 
the sky quality has begun to show the improvement typical of 
this time of year. At the risk of inciting violent arguments 
here are the very rough figures we keep on the sky quality 
(these are availfc ble back to earifcjr 1956 if anyone is inter
ested); 10 hours of class I sky, 2^ hours of class II, 3li 
hours of class III, and 2li hours of class IV. If it had 
been clear every monent the sun could shine, our total hours 
would be roughly 330 for the month. This computes to 26% of 
our total hours were coronal - of course the flare patrol 
could operate many more hours that were not quite coroaal, 
and a few of the coronagraph programs can also operate through 
light cirrus - such as spicules, some prominence programs, 
disk work.
Here are the figures for the coronagraph programs for Septembers
Green Survey: Eighteen good surveys, three of which were

partial.
Green Comparison (1600 UT): Six good, none others.
Green Comparison (2U00 UT) : One good, one no good.
Red Survey: Fourteen good, two of which were partial, one

no good, and two shot for APR report only (through 
light cirrus).

Iron Series: Four attempts, one good, one partial, two no good. 
Paschen Series: None attempted.
85*+2 Spicules: Eight attempts, four good, one partial, three

no good. One of the four good sets was, perhaps, 
the best set yet obtained.

and Sricules: Two attempts, both were good.
H and H.$: None attempted.
Long prominence: None attempted.
U-686 and 5^11* No high limb activity detected, hence none attempted.
Dick Whites Five attempts, all good (with concurrent Coronameter 

observations).
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Following suggestions by Dick Hansen, tests were run on 
various film emulsion types using a resolution target In 
the coronagraph* The tests are far from completed, but 
the hope is to eventually determine something about which 
film yields good, better, best resolution, and then to say 
something about possible sources of poor resolution in both 
the coronagraph and the flare patrol*
During September the long-discussed painting of the small 
dome took place. The dome was divided into three horizontal 
bands, with each band being painted with a different type of 
paint* The top band extends completely around the dome and 
Is light blue plaaticool paint, the next band is McMurtry 
100 % Titanium Dioxide paint, and the bottom band is the 
DuPont 100$ TiOp paint* The bottom two bands extend only 
about 75° to either side of the doors - due to the supply 
of paint on hand. In addition, a door has been alloted to 
each type of paint, and half of that door has been painted 
while half of the door remains the old aluminum paint. This 
is to facilitate a temperature lowering test on each paint.
A fourth door has be~n painted with a second type of McMurtry 
paint called A.crey-Flex* The thinking on this painting was 
that we could test the various types of paint under consider
ation in actual use conditions, and at the same time effect 
some type of improvement in our dome seeing conditions over 
the old aluminum paint* Once a final decision on the type 
of paint Is reached, then that type will be used to paint 
the entire dome*
On 27 September the Flare Patrol (Photo-Heliograph?) was 
brought back to Climax by Charlie Garcia and installed. It 
is still not in operation - due entirely to a total lack 
of obsei^ble sky since its arrival. We need some raascnably 
clear sky (light cirrus) in order to run meaningful focus and 
exposure tests. The instrument, however, appears to be in 
excellent shape. Many very KBtoax&tey noteworthy improvements 
have been made, and all of the known bugs ana problems seom 
to be licked. It is very good to have our "Eye” back again 
from an observing xfctatpm±H viewpoint.
Jupiter observations were obtained only once during the month. 
Activity on the sun was generally at a very low level, pre
cluding a big t on Jupiter. The observing period of the 
planet is now rather short (7s00 to 9830 PM), and the major 
attempts as outlined by Jim Warwick have already been made.
The results remain negative by visual inspection up here.
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The coronameter observing suffered from lack of enough clear 
feky time to complete the programs (this is a common fault, since 
it requires at least an hour to obtain any useful data)* The 
instrument was operated on fifteen different occasions - we did 
obtain one complete short routine survey, seven complete long 
routine surveys (of which three were in conjunction with the 
coronagraph for Dick White*s program), and seven more surveys 
were incomplete due to clouds moving in on us. On 10 September 
Gordon Newkirk made the first successful flight dto of his 
balloon equipment. This flight coincided with the best observing 
we have had on the coronameter in many, many months. Observations 
had been udder way before the balloon began to observe, were 
continued until several hours after the balloon ceased to observe. 
Data was also obtained with the coronagraph during this time. 
However, the Climax station was clouded out the day before and 
the day after the balloon flicht.
Lee Lacey spent the last two weeks of September at Climax working 
with the staff here in order to obtain a feeling for the operation 
at Climax. From the Climax Stafffs viewpoint this was an 
excellent and extremely worthwhile visit. I would like to invite 
other staff members to feel free to visit us at any time. The 
Yale Shack (Yale Memorial Guest Lodge?) will be kept available 
for staff members in the future - we will not house permanent or 
semi-permanent people in it as in the past. The building is 
fairly comfortable now for either single or family living, and 
we ask only that you discuss the visit with the Climax staff in 
order that conflicts in the use of the house ca n be avoided.
On 6 September Bob Eddy and his wife, Carol arrived at Climax 
to assume duties as an observer (he is Jack’s brother). Bob 
filled the spot vacated by Roland Harming who left to resume 
his education at CU on 13 September*
The nuclei project was cut back on 9 September from two runs 
of five readings each on each day to one run of three readings 
each day.

D. Keith Watson


